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We report on the observation of a negative magnetoresistance �NMR� regime in boron-doped

nanocrystalline diamond films at low temperatures. A comparative analysis of our experimental

results and those reported for systems composed of superconducting granules embedded in an

insulating matrix �also referred as granular films� suggest the presence of superconducting regions

inside the insulating films as causing the NMR. By considering the latter scenario, the experimental

observations are explained by modeling the systems as consisting of a distribution of

superconducting granules whose global properties are tuned by the intergrain distance.

© 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3195045�

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to its outstanding electronic, mechanical, and ther-

mal properties, diamond became a potential candidate for

developing electronic devices which could meet the increas-

ing demand
1

for smallness, higher performance, less power

consumption, and heat dissipation. Furthermore, the material

rigidity and electrochemical robustness are of interest for

high temperature electronic application such as diamond

transistors
2

that could operate at T�700 K. In addition, dia-

mond has also shown to have a wide branch of technological

applications in optics, tribology, acoustics, and biology. For

more details, the reader is referred to Williams et al.
3

Recently, the observation of a negative magnetoresis-

tance �NMR� regime in highly nitrogen-doped �n-type�
ultrananocrystallite-diamond �UNCD� films has been

reported.
4

By considering the system as being a disordered

metal, the NMR was attributed to magnetic

Aharonov–Bohm
5

phase breaking processes which delocal-

ize carriers trapped by weak localization �WL� effects.
4

This

interpretation is based on two observations: �1� the conduc-

tivity of the samples shows a weak dependence on the tem-

perature and �2� since the activation energy �EA�, extracted

from the Arrhenius plot of the zero-field transport data, con-

tinuously diminishes and is everywhere smaller than the ther-

mal energy �kBT� between 440 and 90 K, it is assumed to be

smaller than kBT at all temperatures. Therefore, transport

processes are claimed not to be of the activated type, but

characteristic of a disordered metal instead.
4

However, the experimental data in Ref. 4 have also been

shown to fit a strong localized scenario. In fact, Choy et al.
6

reinterpreted these results by considering variable hopping

range processes as the main mechanism for the electrical

transport. For the latter, a coherent interference can occur

between the forward scattered paths an electron can take

when hopping between two impurities,
7,8

and, as a conse-

quence of that, the system’s resistance increases. Similar to

the case of WL, the effect of an applied magnetic field is to

suppress the coherence by imposing a face difference be-

tween the possible paths an electron can take.
7,8

Based on

these findings, Choy et al.
6

predicted the resistance to vary

with field as ln�R���B, a dependence shown by the R�B�
data in Ref. 4. Moreover, the observed weak positive mag-

netoresistance �PMR� for low fields is attributed to perturba-

tion effects.
6

Both interpretations are, however, based on the observa-

tion of the phenomenon on one single sample. Furthermore,

the experimental results presented in Ref. 4 are not conclu-

sive to rule out a single scenario in favor of the other and

hence the question about the exact mechanism behind the

NMR in UNCD remains open.

Here, we report on the NMR regime observed in boron-

doped nanocrystalline diamond �NCD� films. The samples

are located in the vicinity of the metal insulator transition

�MIT� which is driven by increasing the boron concentration

nB. The evolution of the sample resistance as a function of

the temperature and applied magnetic fields, Rsq�T� and

Rsq�B�, respectively, supports the presence of nonpercolating

superconducting clusters as causing the NMR. A compara-

tive analysis of our results and the data presented in Refs. 4

and 6 suggest the same scenario for explaining the NMR

observed in the UNCD films,
4

with the implication that the

latter might become superconducting for sufficiently high

doping levels.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

NCD films were grown on insulating quartz substrates in

a microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition

�CVD� reactor. A H2 /CH4 plasma was used with methane

concentrations below 3%, pressures around 30 Torr, and a

temperature
3,9

of 700 °C. Boron doping was mainly con-

trolled by adding trimethylboron �TMB� to the gas phase,

with TMB /CH4 ratios up to 8000 ppm. Structural character-

ization was performed by scanning electron microscopya�
Electronic mail: bram.willems@fys.kuleuven.be.
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�SEM� and cross-sectional SEM imaging, as well as by x-ray

diffraction �XRD� analysis. Electrical transport properties

were probed by using a four-terminal configuration with the

contact silver pasted to the corners of the 1�1 cm2 square

samples. Current is caused to flow along one edge of the

sample while the voltage was measured between the extremi-

ties of the opposite edge. We have found that the resistance

measured by using this configuration �which we will label as

Rsq� showed almost no difference with the obtained when a

transport bridge was patterned on one of the samples. The

latter evidences the absence of important current redistribu-

tion processes in the whole temperature and field range, and

hence the sample’s extrinsic �resistance� and intrinsic �resis-

tivity� parameters only differ by a constant. The temperatures

between 272 and 1.5 K were obtained in an Oxford 4He

cryostat. This setup is provided with a 12 T dc magnet coil

and a Lakeshore temperature controller. Four-point resistiv-

ity measurements were performed with a nanovoltmeter

�Hewlett-Packard 34420A� and a programmable current

source �Keithley 220�. To eliminate thermal or offset volt-

ages while using the nanovoltmeter, the measured voltage is

averaged over both positive and negative polarities of the

injected current. Typically a current of 10 �A is used. On

the other hand, the temperature range between 1.6 and 0.4 K

was studied in a Heliox 3He cryostat by Oxford, provided

with a 5 T dc magnet coil and a Lakeshore temperature con-

troller as well. In this setup, the sample’s resistance was mea-

sured by lock in techniques. Typically, the values for the

current and frequency were 10 �A and 77 Hz, respectively.

In all measurements, fields were applied perpendicular to the

sample surface.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Temperature dependence of the resistance Rsq„T…

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the sam-

ple’s resistance �Rsq�T�� measured from 100 K. The transport

properties of the samples showing a more significant NMR,

q1 and q2, were additionally explored in the Heliox setup at

temperatures down to 0.4 K. The Rsq�T� characteristics

shown in Fig. 1 are similar to those obtained for granular

films consisting of metallic granules embedded in an insulat-

ing matrix. In these, the MIT is tuned by the intergrain

distance.
10–12

Moreover, the samples lying on the metallic

side of the MIT show a state of global superconductivity

once the granules are sufficiently close to each other so that

the Josephson coupling between them provides the percolat-

ing superconducting paths.
13

Previous transport studies per-

formed on a set of NCD samples grown under similar con-

ditions and in the same CVD reactor as the ones presented

here, and whose boron concentration nB was obtained by

secondary ion mass spectroscopy analysis,
14

confirm that the

MIT observed in Fig. 1 is driven by varying the boron con-

centration nB. In other words, nB increases when going from

sample q1 to q5. Moreover, since the samples show similar

structural characteristics when studied with SEM and XRD,

nB can be considered as the main parameter differing be-

tween them.

The Rsq�T� dependencies of the samples show similar

evolution upon lowering the temperature until approximately

4 K �see Fig. 1�. Below this temperature, an important de-

parture, either upward or downward, is observed in the resis-

tance of the samples located at the extremities of the MIT.

Furthermore, samples q4 and q5 show broad transitions in

temperature ��T�1.5 K� toward a state of zero resistance, a

characteristic for granular superconductivity.
10–13

Their criti-

cal temperatures TC have been found to be 1.8 and 2.2 K,

respectively, when taking the criterion of the half value of

their normal state resistance. On the other hand, a NMR re-

gime has been observed for the samples which do not show

a global superconducting state. In particular, this regime be-

comes significant in the insulating films q1 and q2 of Fig. 1.

Therefore, in what follows, the discussion will be focused on

the transport properties of these two samples.

Figure 2 shows the zero-field Rsq�T� dependencies of

both samples. Between 270 and 10 K, the resistance values

have increased by more than 100%, becoming more signifi-

cant between 10 and 1 K with variations �R�150% and

�R�750% for q2 and q1, respectively. Such huge variations

over a decade of temperature cannot be attributed to WL

effects, for which a �R�10% is normally expected.
15

There-

fore, the transport behavior shown by the samples is of the

activated type. Hence,

Rsq�T� = R0 exp��T0/T��� , �1�

with � and R0 constants. By replotting the zero-field Rsq�T�
dependencies as ln�Rsq� versus T−�, good fits were obtained

FIG. 1. The temperature dependence of the resistance of the boron-doped

diamond films grown on quartz plotted on a log-log scale. The samples

differ from each other in their boron concentration, which increases when

going from q1 to q5. The TC of q4 and q5 are 1.8 and 2.2 K, respectively.

FIG. 2. �Color online� The log-linear plot of the R�T� of samples q1 and q2.

Inset: The W=d ln � /d ln T vs temperature �T� plot of q1 on a log-log scale.

Here, � is the sample conductivity. The dashed line corresponds to the linear

fit.
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for �=1, i.e., transport mainly occurs by nearest neighbor

hopping �NNH� processes. The latter is shown in Fig. 3,

from which the extracted values for EA /kB in the temperature

range between 20 and 1.2 K are 2.74 and 0.96 K for samples

q1 and q2 �inset�, respectively. An additional support for the

NNH as the main mechanism for the electrical transport is

obtaining �=1 when replotting the transport data into the

more convenient W=d ln��� /d ln�T� versus T dependence

on a log-log scale.
16

Here, �=1 /��1 /Rsq is the sample con-

ductivity. Such a W�T� plot allows to extract the values for �
without performing any preassumption about the transport

regime since

W =
d ln �

d ln T
= �T0

�T−�. �2�

This is shown in the inset of Fig. 2, in which the W�T� of q1

is plotted.

B. Field dependence of the resistance Rsq„B…

Upon increasing the applied magnetic field, samples q1

and q2 show PMR→NMR→PMR crossovers. These can be

seen in Figs. 4 and 5 where the resistances of q1 and q2,

respectively, are plotted as a function of the applied magnetic

field B. To distinguish between the two PMR regimes, the

first will be referred as PMR1 �low field� while the recovered

for high fields as PMR2. Figures 4 and 5 show the same

features upon lowering the temperature, namely, an increase

in both PMR1 and NMR signals, as well as in the values for

the field at which the PMR2 is recovered. Moreover, q1

shows a reduction in its resistance of �R 38% at 0.41 K in

the NMR region up to the largest attainable field for the

setup used. No signs of transition toward PMR2 is observed

for 5 T, indicating a larger value in percentage for the total

variation �R. On the other hand, the negative �R is about

26% for q2 at 0.5 K. Correlations with the transport data

�Fig. 2� show a clear correspondence between the negative

�R and the increase in Rsq�T� upon lowering the tempera-

ture: the more significant the latter is, the higher values for

�R and the higher the temperature is at which the NMR is

manifested. The crossover from NMR to PMR2 at high fields

can be attributed to orbital shrinking processes which de-

couple overlapped wave functions between impurities.
17

Finally, PMR1 is particularly large for q2, with a positive

�R�20% at the lowest measured temperature �see Fig. 5�.
Moreover, the positive increase in Rsq�B� becomes steeper

upon lowering the temperature and survives for fields as high

as 1.4 T for T=0.5 K. On the other hand, PMR1 in q1 is

resolved at lower temperatures when compared to q2 �1.4 K

versus 1.6 K�. Furthermore, the increment in the resistance is

about 4% at 0.4 K but it survives above 1 T, similar to the

case of q2.

C. Discussion

Besides having similar transport characteristics as those

of granular films showing a MIT,
10–12

the Rsq�T�’s of the

NCD samples at the extremities of the transition experience

important deviations around 4 K �Fig. 1�. We have to remark

that in granular films, Cooper pairs have been found to be

present on both insulating and superconducting sides of the

FIG. 3. �Color online� The Arrhenius plots of samples q1 and q2 �inset�.
Good linear fits were obtained in the temperature range between 20 and 1.2

K.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. �Color online� The magnetoresistance of sample q1 for temperatures

between �a� 0.4 and 1.4 K and �b� 1.6 and 3 K. NMR stands for negative

magnetoresistance.

FIG. 5. �Color online� The magnetoresistance for sample q2 measured be-

tween 0.5 and 2.5 K. NMR stands for negative magnetoresistance.
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MIT.
18,19

Moreover, these appear at the TC corresponding to

the bulk value
18,19

and are evidenced by the onset of the

resistance decrease/increase in the R�T� curves at this tem-

perature. On the other hand, the samples studied here re-

vealed a granular morphology when viewed under SEM,

from which crystallite granules are resolved
3,9

with an aver-

age size of 400 nm. Moreover, scanning tunneling micros-

copy �STM� studies performed on superconducting NCD

films grown on Si substrates show that these possess an in-

trinsic granularity, evidenced by the variation in the super-

conducting gap over a length scale much smaller than the

structural grain size.
20

The similarities between the transport

properties of granular films and boron-doped NCD, as well

as the extrinsic and intrinsic granularities revealed by the

latter, suggest the presence of nonpercolating superconduct-

ing regions in the insulating samples q1 and q2.

Upon increasing the boron concentration �see Fig. 1�, the

films show a crossover from a strongly localized regime, in

which transport occurs through hopping processes, toward a

state of a disordered metal. By modeling the samples as an

array of superconducting grains embedded in an insulating

matrix, the MIT observed in Fig. 1 can then be explained as

being driven by tuning the granule/matrix volume ratio

Vg /Vmat. Hence, the sample is insulating for Vg /Vmat smaller

than a threshold value, while it shows a state of global su-

perconductivity for the opposite case. Since the number of

superconducting granules in a NCD film depends on the

number of regions which are optimally doped, i.e., in which

the local nB exceeds a critical value
21,22

nC, the sample’s nB

is directly correlated with Vg /Vmat. The latter scenario allows

the presence of superconducting regions in the insulating

samples located close to the MIT.

The observation of a PMR1 region in Figs. 4 and 5,

together with the reduction in its magnitude when decreasing

nB, can be explained by the simple model given above. Since

in the vicinity of the MIT an insulator still has a diluted

distribution of superconducting grains, some of these will

start to become Josephson coupled upon lowering the tem-

perature. The latter leads to the opening of nonpercolating

zero-resistance channels and, as a result, the sample conduc-

tivity experiences a small but measurable increase below the

TC of the grains. Therefore, when switching on the field, Rsq

first increases due to the decoupling between the grains

�PMR1 in Figs. 4 and 5�. Because the nB of sample q2 is

larger than that of q1, more superconducting grains are ex-

pected in the former and hence a more significant PMR1

signal. This is in agreement with the experiment.

On the other hand, NMR regimes were observed in sys-

tems consisting of superconducting granules embedded in

insulating matrices
23

as well as in superconducting and insu-

lating TiN films located close to the superconductor insulator

transition.
24

Moreover, correlations between transport and lo-

cal spectroscopic properties strongly favor the presence of

superconducting regions in the latter.
24

In the granular model

described above, the NMR can be understood as follows: for

sufficiently high fields Cooper-pair transfer between the su-

perconducting grains is suppressed and single-quasiparticle

tunneling settles.
25

The latter implies that the intergrain con-

ductivity will be affected by fluctuations in the density of

states �DOS� of the tunneling quasiparticles.
25

Since two

quasiparticles are required to form a virtual Cooper pair in-

side a grain, then the larger the number of the latter the less

quasiparticles are available for tunneling.
25

Hence, suppres-

sion of the virtual Cooper pairs by further increasing the field

is translated into a decrease in the resistance
25 �NMR in Figs.

4 and 5�. The fact that the NMR is more significant in q1 can

be attributed to the smaller sizes of the regions that are op-

timally doped, which is analogous to having smaller super-

conducting grains. Since fluctuations become more important

upon reducing the superconductor size,
26

higher fields are

required for destroying the virtual Cooper pairs inside the

grains. An additional support for the presence of supercon-

ducting fluctuations in the insulating samples is given in Fig.

6. Here, the field values �B1� at which the crossover between

the NMR and the PMR2 happens are plotted as a function of

the temperature for sample q1. It can be seen that these fol-

low a temperature dependence similar to the empirical de-

pendence BC	BC0�1− �T /TC�1/2� found for the critical

field.
27

Moreover, the TC extracted from this fit is 3.8 K, a

value that is consistent with the temperature at which the

sample zero-field resistance starts to increase �see Fig. 1�. As

mentioned before, the recovering of the PMR signal at high

fields �PMR2� is attributed to orbital shrinking processes.
17

We would like to finalize our discussion with the follow-

ing remarks. We have found that our data fall within some of

the criteria used in Refs. 4 and 6. From the Arrhenius plot of

the Rsq�T� dependencies �Fig. 3�, the extracted EA is lower

than kBT over almost all the temperature range. Hence, ac-

cording to Mareš et al.,
4

it should be a disordered metal.

However, the NMR signals become more significant for the

temperatures below the values for EA /kB shown in Fig. 3.

Moreover, proceeding likewise with the zero-field resistance

values shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 4, a EA /kB�1.46 K is ob-

tained and, again, it is below this temperature where the

NMR becomes more significant.
4

On the other hand, upon

plotting the R�B� data as ln�R� versus �B, we also found a

linear dependence for the NMR, in agreement with Choy et

al.
6

This can be seen in Fig. 7. We have to note here that such

a dependence is also expected for three dimensional WL

processes.
27

However, neither the WL nor the strong local-

ization scenario accounts for the significant PMR1 responses

FIG. 6. The temperature dependence of the fields at which the NMR

→PMR2 crossover happens for sample q1. The dashed line corresponds to

the fit of the B1 values by using a temperature dependence similar to that

empirically found for the superconducting critical field.
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observed in both of our samples. In particular, the PMR1 in

q2 is more or less of the same magnitude as the NMR. To-

gether with the fact that fields above 1 T are not small, the

PMR1 observed for q1 and q2 cannot be attributed to pertur-

bative effects. Therefore, the presence of superconducting

grains �regions� in the insulating NCD films as causing the

NMR regimes observed seems to be the most likely scenario

for explaining both the temperature and field dependencies

presented here. Because of the similarities between the trans-

port behavior of n-doped UNCD and p-doped NCD, the

above analysis, together with the experimental data pre-

sented here, leaves the possibility open for the presence of

superconducting regions as causing the NMR observed in

Ref. 4.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We report on the observation of a NMR regime in insu-

lating nanocrystalline boron-doped CVD diamond films

grown on quartz substrates. This regime shows up at low

temperatures and is preceded by a significant PMR depen-

dence. Our experimental data suggest for the presence of

noncoupled superconducting regions �grains� as causing the

NMR. Moreover, due to the similarities with the transport

behavior of n-doped UNCD, the NMR regime observed in

the latter might be caused by the same mechanisms. This

implies for the possibility of observing a superconducting

transition in nitrogen-doped UNCD once an optimum level is

achieved.
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